
A REDACTED CASE STUDY IN TRANSFORMATION



The Ask
Callaway needed our help 

determining why things 
weren’t going well.

The marketing folks at Callaway 
had 3 enormous issues:

1. They were adding a newly acquired line 
to the site that would require a redesign

2. They thought they were performing well 
until they hired someone from a 
competitor. He told them otherwise.

3. They dug up a year’s worth of analytics 
that proved he was correct. They just 
didn’t know why.

Now would be the perfect time to make 
sweeping changes if necessary. 



How Much Engagement?
First we needed to find out how much engagement Callaway wanted from our vendor. 
Meaning, what levels of UX did they want us to attack?

BASED ON THE FOLLOWING SOURCE: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ux-vs-cx/ Nielsen Norman Group

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ux-vs-cx/


Journey-Level Engagement
They decided they needed assistance with most UX up to the point of Relationship Building

INTERACTION

● IA
● User Psychology
● Content Strategy(ish)
● Navigation
● Interaction Design
● Visual Design

JOURNEY

● Anticipating User Actions
● Streamlined Journey Steps
● Seamless Transitions
● Consistency Across Channels
● Orchestration Based On Data



Quantitative Results 
Callaway gathered a year’s worth of 
analytics and heat maps to get a clear 
vision of what users were doing on their 
site. The news wasn’t good.

Carousels were being ignored. 11% were 
tapping home while on the home page. 
Most visitors would spend 3.4 seconds 
before going directly to the navigation.

All corporate, order, warranty, retailer, 
career and contact links were in the 
footer (an approximate 6 swipe scroll).

Clubs, balls and accessories were the 
most popular. No other links registered a 
significant reason to be there.
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Quantitative Results

CLUBS NAV IRONS NAV

Furthermore, users were having to tap 
through 4-7 navs before arriving at a 
category landing page. This was causing 
browsing fatigue. 

28% of all users would abandon the site 
between the 3rd and 4th level of 
navigation.

20% would go from navigation to search.



Quantitative Results

IRONS LANDING PAGE

If a user did manage to arrive at a landing page, they were 
greeted with a screen containing one (and a partial) image, a 
price, a 5 star rating (they all had 5 star ratings), and an 
illegible badge.

Noticeably missing from this screen:

1. Back button - because they came from 4th level 
navigation, if they returned to the navigation they had 
to start over.

2. Filter or sort - some screens could have 20 items on 
them. Users had to scroll to find them.

3. Layout selector - users were stuck with this layout. They 
couldn’t select a 2 column layout or list view.



Next Steps
We decided the most prudent thing to do would start with 
some qualitative research methods:

1. Monitoring

2. User interviews

3. Competitive analysis

4. A/B testing of prototypes

MONITORING

July 7th

USER INTERVIEWS

July 25th

COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS

August 21st

PROTOTYPE TESTING

September 25th October 12th

2015



Monitoring Observations
PREFACE

We asked beta customers to spend a day at one 
of our facilities. They were put into groups and 
received free swing analysis. They also got to 
play 9 holes on our digital screens. 

We offered free lessons and chip and putt 
competitions. We gave away drivers & 
accessories.

One group at a time was pulled aside and 
participated in a one-hour monitoring session. 
We provided lunch, then they were handed 
shopping lists and monitored.

OBSERVATIONS

Most participants abandoned the menu for the 
search after the first purchase. 

We purposely misspelled some of the items to 
see if that tripped them up. It did.

We purposely added one item from a 
competitor. That also led to many dead ends.

The scrolling became frustrating to most after a 
while.

We were not able to monitor the checkout 
process.



Monitoring Suggestions
There were several clear standout issues that 
needed to be addressed from the monitoring 
sessions:

1. The navigation needed a top level 
search in each level of navigation. This 
would increase the accuracy and 
speed of a search. (ex: searching the 
whole site for a driver VS searching 
drivers for a driver)

2. We desperately needed an autofill 
(typeahead) function in the search

3. We needed to add competitors’ 
products so when searched we could 
recommend our equivalent 



User Interviews
PREFACE

We used the same preface as the monitoring 
sessions.

One group at a time was pulled aside and 
participated in a 30 minute interview session. We 
provided lunch, then they were handed a survey.

Once the survey was complete and turned over 
we interviewed them on their answers.

OBSERVATIONS

Most women go to a pro shop. They will buy 
accessories and custom balls online, but clubs 
are purchased at a pro shop. #1 answer was 
they wanted to try them and get a pro opinion.

Most participants said they buy golf balls at 
retailer (CostCo, Walmart) or at the Pro Shop.

No one knew model numbers, some knew line 
brands (Big Bertha), all knew their favorite club.

Common complaints were: the site is too slow, 
it’s too hard to find things, there’s too many ads. 
(There are no ads, they just meant banners.)



User Interview Results
ARTIFACTS

We doubled the interviewees for this round. Our 
reasoning is we were also going to use this time 
document Personas and Journey Maps.

The result was 34 personas and over 100 
journeys.

We captured: 

● Phenomenology
● Ethnographic data
● Model theories
● Empathy map canvases



Slides Skipped
Slides 12 - 34 are skipped to obscur proprietary data and analysis.



Improvements
1. Banners would include titles, 

descriptions, and calls-to-action

2. Feedback button was added (4% 
utilization)

3. Navigation was moved far right for 
easier thumb tapping and to 
separate it from the home button

4. Wordmark was added to brand to 
distinguish it from a dropdown 
button

5. Shopping cart was made into a golf 
cart

6. Autofill was added to search
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Improvements
1. Navigation items were rearranged, 

renamed and added to.

2. Login and Help were added to the 
navigation footer

3. Filter, sort and results were added to 
results list

4. Results we maximized into 2 columns

5. Navigation layer limited to 2. Then 
subcategories appear at the top of 
the landing page

6. Title height decreased, breadcrumbs 
added
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Before & After

OLD SITE NEW SITE

HOME PAGE

Used Navigation

Performed a Search

Abandoned Page

Clicked Carousel or CTA

PRODUCT / CATEGORY PAGES

Used Navigation

Performed a Search

Abandoned Page

Added to Cart

+30%

-21%

-46%

+105%

+120%

+11%

-57%

+220%

RESULTS

1. Users became more confident in using 
the main navigation to find items.

2. Although we didn’t have access to cart 
completions (Salesforce was strict on 
controlling that aspect), we did however 
increase the amount of initiated 
transactions by 220%.

3. We were able to both eliminate carousels 
and increase call-to-action interactions 
by 105%.

4. The old site had equal amounts page 
abandonment as all other interactions 
combined. We were able to cut that 
number in half, while improving time on 
site.


